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Select an iPhone 5c Share Tweet

 Choose a colour:
    

An unlocked iPhone 5c may not support LTE networks in all other countries; contact service providers for details.

WhiteWhite

Includes GST of approx. S$ 55.00.* Includes GST of approx. S$ 65.00.*

 Choose a model:

S$ 848.00S$ 848.00
Available to shipAvailable to ship ::
Within 24 hoursWithin 24 hours

16GB16GB11

S$ 988.00S$ 988.00
Available to shipAvailable to ship ::
Within 24 hoursWithin 24 hours

32GB32GB11

For the colorful.
Color makes a statement and reveals
your personality. And iPhone 5c comes
in five unlike-anything-else colors. Add
one of the six Apple-designed cases
(sold separately), and it quickly goes
from colorfully cool to impossible to
ignore. What’s in the box

iPhone 5c with iOS 7

Summary

iPhone 5c 16GB White
Unlocked

S$ 848.00
Financing Available
Available to ship:
Within 24 hours
Free Shipping

Select
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Questions? Just ask.
Call 1800-692-7753
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Engineered to the 
brightest specifications.
A6 chip. 8MP iSight camera. 4-inch Retina display. Ultrafast
LTE wireless. iPhone 5c has the things that made iPhone 5 an
amazing phone — and more, including iOS 7. As a result, it’s
as powerful as it is expressive.

Ultra-fast 4G LTE wireless.
iPhone 5c supports more 4G LTE bands
than ever. Which means you get
ultrafast wireless in more places.3

iOS 7. Designed to complement
iPhone 5c beautifully.
With a vibrant, lively interface and all-
new features that take full advantage of
the technology inside, iOS 7 works with
iPhone 5c on every level.

Apple EarPods with Remote and Mic
Lightning to USB Cable
5W USB Power Adapter

Warranty
Every iPhone includes 90 days of free
telephone technical support and a one-year
limited warranty.

Learn more about features, design, built-in
apps, and iOS 7 on iPhone 5c.
Visit the iPhone 5c site

iPhone 5c colours may vary and change over
time.

AppleCare+ for iPhone
AppleCare+ for iPhone extends your coverage to two years from the original purchase date
of your iPhone and adds up to two incidents of accidental damage coverage. Just add
AppleCare+ during the checkout process.
Learn more about AppleCare+

What’s the difference in storage sizes?
iPhone 5c comes in two storage sizes: 16GB and 32GB. The term “GB” stands for gigabytes. The more
gigabytes you have, the more content you can store on your iPhone — apps, games, photos, HD videos,
music, movies, and more. For example, if you have a large music or photo library or you frequently
download HD movies, it’s a good idea to consider an iPhone with a larger storage capacity. If you have a
relatively small music or photo library or rarely make or buy movies, an iPhone with a smaller capacity
may be better for you. Of course, over time you will accumulate many things on your iPhone, so you’ll
want to think about how your storage needs may evolve.

About the unlocked iPhone.
The unlocked iPhone includes all the features of iPhone but without a wireless contract commitment. You
can activate and use iPhone on the supported GSM wireless network of your choice. The unlocked iPhone
4s, iPhone 5c and iPhone 5s will not work with CDMA-based carriers. An unlocked iPhone 5c or iPhone 5s
may not support LTE networks in all other countries; contact service providers for details.

If you don’t want a multiyear service contract, or if you prefer to use a local carrier when traveling abroad,
the unlocked iPhone is the best choice. It does not come with a micro-SIM card for iPhone 4s, or a nano-
SIM card for iPhone 5c and iPhone 5s, so you’ll need to get one from any supported GSM carrier
worldwide. To start using it, simply insert the card into the slot on your iPhone and turn it on by pressing
and holding the On/Off button for a few seconds. Then follow the on-screen instructions to set up your
iPhone.

http://www.apple.com/sg/iphone-5c
http://www.apple.com/sg/support/products/iphone.html
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* An approximation. Fees may vary over time.

Frequently Asked Questions Open

Technical Specifications Open

*To identify your iPhone model number, see http://support.apple.com/kb/HT3939. For details on LTE support, contact your carrier and see
www.apple.com/iphone/LTE.

1. 1GB = 1 billion bytes; actual formatted capacity less.

2. Size and weight vary by configuration and manufacturing process.

3. 4G LTE is available in select markets and through select carriers. Speeds will vary based on site conditions. For details on 4G LTE support, contact your
carrier and see www.apple.com/iphone/LTE.

4. FaceTime calling requires a FaceTime-enabled device for the caller and recipient and a Wi-Fi connection. Availability over a cellular network depends on
carrier policies; data charges may apply.

5. All battery claims depend on network configuration and many other factors; actual results will vary. Battery has limited recharge cycles and may eventually
need to be replaced by Apple service provider. Battery life and charge cycles vary by use and settings. See www.apple.com/sg/batteries and
www.apple.com/sg/iphone/battery.html for more information.

6. iPhoto, iMovie, Keynote, Pages, and Numbers are free on the App Store for qualifying iOS 7 compatible devices activated after September 1, 2013. See
www.apple.com/sg/ios/whats-new for iOS 7 compatible devices. Downloading apps requires an Apple ID.

7. Wireless broadband recommended; fees may apply.

Some features may not be available for all countries or all areas. Click here to see complete list.

Application and service availability and pricing are subject to change.
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